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Abstract:
Dams in the Swiss Alps are at once engineering marvels, dramatic man-made artefacts, crucial nodes in far-reaching infrastructural systems, and destructive interventions in alpine ecosystems. The essay explores the contradictory nature of dams in the Swiss Alps through the author's photographs and the experience of the infrastructural sublime. By focusing on the coming together of rockface and cast concrete shell within the images, the dams appear as distinct naturecultures interwoven with the flows and forces of the alpine landscape. Using the sublime as a lens to describe the aesthetic experience, the essay proposes the possibility of gaining environmental consciousness and humility of the vast impact of dams, through the encounter of the infrastructural sublime.
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Two thirds of Swiss electricity come from hydroelectric powerplants\(^1\) making them crucial to long-term carbon neutrality. With 220 dams, no other region in the world is as densely populated with the steep concrete artefacts as the Swiss Alps. As a human intervention to prevent flooding and control irrigation, dams date back at least 5000 years,\(^2\) but the vast majority have been constructed after 1950 and they form significant, lasting components of the landscape. Dams are at once destructive interventions in alpine ecosystems, crucial nodes in infrastructural energy networks, and remarkable human achievements constituting future heritage inseparable from the landscape they inhabit. The photographs present the dams with a focus on the dramatic intersection between rockface and cast concrete shell. Methodically indebted to the oeuvre of Bernd & Hilla Becher,\(^3\) the construction of the images follows distinct compositional figures e.g., the frontal depiction of the concrete shell deliberately leaving out the top ridge to allow the structure to become open–ended, and the opposed diptychs taken from each side of the shell to emphasize the coming together of geological formation and human artefact. Employing the image category proposed in Hans–Georg Gadamer’s phenomenological aesthetics, the images must be considered autonomous to the depicted as they form new presentations of the dams that allow new interpretations to surface.\(^4\) This translation from embodied experience to photographic image holds the potential to change our perception of infrastructures and their impact on the landscapes we inhabit.\(^5\)

---
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Lars Rolfsted Mortensen, Mauvoisin I from the series “Infra/Super/Structure”, 2017, 128 x 160cm inkjet print
As a visual strategy, the compositions allow for a close examination of the characteristics pertaining to both mountain and dam—the jarring granite and the geometrically precise concrete surface. The scale of the dams is initially difficult to decipher. However, a closer examination of fixtures, doors, and handrails hints at just how tiny the human body is compared to the artefacts moulded into the landscape. The infrastructural sublime appears within these phenomena: the immense scale and the geometric clarity with which the dams sweep into the rockface inspire a classical awe and apprehension distinctive of both a Burkean\(^6\) and Kantean\(^7\) sublime experience. As engineering marvels, the dams express an almost divine material mastery amidst the vertical landscape. They become vital monuments within the vast infrastructural networks of contemporary society, and their engineered unnaturalness complies with Nye's term the technological sublime.\(^8\)


7 Immanuel Kant, *Critique of Judgement*, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987 [1790])

8 David E. Nye, “Technological” in *Seven Sublimes* (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2022)
However, it is essential to overcome the dichotomy of natural and constructed world to comprehend the dams and their conflicting agency within the landscape. Rockface and dam may first appear as a joining of two distinctly different phenomena. But the structural interdependency of the two, and the dam’s raison d’être to block and tap the flow of glacial water bodies make them coalesce into one solid, aggregate body of rock—a man–made prosthesis transforming the geologically given. The dam and its networks of tunnels, turbines, spillway canals, transformers etc. cannot be understood solely as a solitary mesh of human artefacts, but only as a composite, interwoven and interdependent *natureculture*, where the constant exchange of flows and forces with the surroundings is constitutive of the dam itself. This allows for the acknowledgement of the continuous alterations of the landscape i.e., the alpine river flows prior to dam construction and the gradual expansion of hydropower stations in the Swiss Alps involving the flooding of pastures and settlements.¹⁰

Returning to the sublime experience, a revised cognitive progression can be proposed: apprehension followed—not by a Kantian comprehension in sensus communis\textsuperscript{11}—but by a different, factual comprehension of the ecological and infrastructural reach of the depicted structure one is confronted with. Comprehending the potentiality of dams, their slow violence\textsuperscript{12} of profound damage to ecosystems\textsuperscript{13} and the immense catastrophe a collapse would entail,\textsuperscript{14} can throw the spectator back to the initial, Burkean terror precisely through the enlightenment of comprehension. Such a cognitive progression corresponds to Brady’s environmental sublime,\textsuperscript{15} founded upon humility and knowledge about the human condition as inextricably spun into the earth’s ecosystems.\textsuperscript{16} Such sublime experience may bring in its wake the inclination to investigate, care for and work to heal the landscapes and ecosystems so heavily altered by human activity. Taking the prefix infra into account, an infrastructural sublime may precisely delineate the aesthetic potentiality to unearth new knowledge and environmental consciousness within the often–unseen structures that form the undergirding of contemporary society.\textsuperscript{17}
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